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a b s t r a c t

We investigate the sensitivity of numerical-model solutions to regional changes in vertical diffusion. Spe-
cifically, we vary the background diffusion coefficient, jb, within spatially distinct subregions of the trop-
ical Pacific, assess the impacts of those changes, and diagnose the processes that account for them.

Solutions respond to a diffusion anomaly, djb, in three ways. Initially, there is a fast response (several
months), due to the interaction of rapidly-propagating, barotropic and gravity waves with eddies and
other mesoscale features. It is followed by a local response (roughly one year), the initial growth and spa-
tial pattern of which can be explained by one-dimensional (vertical) diffusion. At this stage, temperature
and salinity anomalies are generated that are either associated with a change in density (‘‘dynamical’’
anomalies) or without one (‘‘spiciness’’ anomalies). In a final adjustment stage, the dynamical and spic-
iness anomalies spread to remote regions by radiation of Rossby and Kelvin waves and by advection,
respectively.

In near-equilibrium solutions, dynamical anomalies are generally much larger in the latitude band of
the forcing, but the impact of off-equatorial forcing by djb on the equatorial temperature structure is still
significant. Spiciness anomalies spread equatorward within the pycnocline, where they are carried to the
equator as part of the subsurface branch of the Pacific Subtropical Cells, and spiciness also extends to the
equator via western-boundary currents. Forcing near and at the equator generates strong dynamical
anomalies, and sometimes additional spiciness anomalies, at pycnocline depths. The total response of
the equatorial temperature structure to djb in various regions depends on the strength and spatial pat-
tern of the generation of each signal within the forcing region as well as on the processes of its spreading
to the equator.
� 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-SA license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/).
1. Introduction

Ocean general circulation models (OGCMs) often misrepresent
basic features of the density field in the tropical Pacific Ocean,
including (i) the location and intensity of the cold tongue in the
eastern, equatorial ocean and (ii) the sharpness of the tropical ther-
mocline and near-equatorial fronts. These deficiencies are conse-
quential in that they may lead to errors in simulations of climate
variability by coupled general circulation models, for example,
contributing to inaccurate representations of near-equatorial cur-
rents and the strength and time scale of El Niño–Southern Oscilla-
tion (ENSO). A possible cause for these stratification errors is
inaccurate parameterizations of mixing processes. The parameter-
ization of subsurface vertical (diapycnal) diffusion is particularly
important because it can modify density and pressure, and hence
is dynamically active. Furthermore, resolving the small-scale pro-
cesses responsible for vertical mixing (e.g., Kelvin-Helmholtz insta-
bility, internal wave breaking) in OGCMs is impossible in the
foreseeable future, and so improving vertical-mixing parameter-
izations remains a first-order problem.

Parameterizations of subsurface vertical diffusion are com-
monly represented by a background diffusivity with a coefficient,
jb, that is constant everywhere or a prescribed function of depth.
rtically
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Fig. 1. The model domain showing each geographical region where jb is increased
from the standard value j0 ¼ 0:1� 10�4 m2 s�1 to j0 þ Dj ¼ 0:5� 10�4 m2 s�1. The
gray bands are ramp regions, within which jb is ramped sinusoidally from j0 to
j0 þ Dj. Precise specifications of these experiments are found in Table 1 and in the
text. Two solutions not indicated are Solution CTL (control run) with jb ¼ j0

everywhere and Solution FB (full basin) in which jb ¼ j0 þ Dj everywhere.
Geographical names in the Indonesian Seas are shown for reference in Section 3.3.
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Recently, parameterizations have been tested in which jb is
allowed to vary spatially, for example, depending on external vari-
ables such as mean tidal amplitude, bottom roughness, features of
the ocean circulation, or geographical location (e.g., Hasumi and
Suginohara, 1999; Jayne and St. Laurent, 2001; Friedrich et al.,
2011). The majority of these studies are concerned about effects
of vertical mixing in the deep ocean.

Several studies have begun to explore how regional changes in
jb impact the upper, tropical ocean. It has been recognized that,
below the mixed layer and within the region in which jb is chan-
ged, the response of the stratification (temperature or density) is
qualitatively consistent with changes generated locally by the
anomalous, vertical diffusive flux (e.g., Richards et al., 2009;
Jochum, 2009). Anomalies generated by such local processes are
then propagated to other regions by advection, diffusion, or wave
radiation. In particular, it has been suggested that off-equatorial
effects of diffusion are propagated to the equator by the Pacific
Subtropical Cells (STCs; McCreary and Lu, 1994) through advec-
tion in the main pycnocline (e.g., Jochum, 2009; Tatebe and
Hasumi, 2010; Manucharyan et al., 2011). The equatorial stratifi-
cation anomalies due to local and remote jb changes affect the
climate state and variability such as ENSO in atmosphere-ocean
coupled models (Meehl et al., 2001; Richards et al., 2009;
Jochum, 2009; Manucharyan et al., 2011; Sasaki et al., 2013;
Kim et al., 2014).

In this paper, we continue the effort to understand impacts of
spatially-varying vertical diffusion in the tropical Pacific. Our goal
is to understand the basic processes by which the ocean responds
both locally and remotely to changes in jb in different regions. For
one thing, this knowledge allows the identification of regions
where vertical mixing has the greatest impact on important
aspects of the ocean state, such as tropical sea surface temperature
(SST). For another, it will help in the development of new jb

parameterizations, by allowing researchers to understand better
how the parameterization will impact the ocean state.

We consider jb anomalies that are depth independent, the sim-
plest choice when not dealing with particular mixing processes.
(We will consider the impact of depth-dependent jb anomalies
in a companion study; see the discussion at the end of Section 4.)
Our approach is to obtain a set of OGCM solutions in which jb is
increased from a standard value j0 to j0 þ djbðx; yÞ in spatially
distinct subregions of the tropical Pacific, to assess the impact of
those changes, and to diagnose the processes that cause them. A
particular focus is on how djb affects the equatorial temperature
structure, because the mean climate and its variability are known
to be sensitive to that structure. An important aspect of our analy-
sis is that we split temperature anomalies into parts that are either
associated with a density change (dynamical anomaly) or without
one (spiciness anomaly). As we shall see, these anomalies differ
locally from region to region, and they propagate about the basin
in very different ways, namely, by radiation of Rossby and Kelvin
waves and by advection, respectively.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reports our overall
experimental design and describes the various measures that we
use to quantify differences between model solutions. Section 3
describes our control run, discusses the processes that adjust solu-
tions to equilibrium in response to forcing by djb, describes the
stratification anomalies that develop in several of the regional
solutions, and reports the contribution of individual solutions to
equatorial SST. Section 4 provides a summary and discussion of
results. Appendix A gives precise definitions of the measures of dif-
ferences, describes how we calculate them, and discusses their
properties. Appendix B discusses the properties of regional solu-
tions not reported in Section 3.
Please cite this article in press as: Furue, R., et al. Impacts of regional mixing on
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2. Experimental design

This section reports our overall approach. We first describe our
ocean model and then the suite of solutions that we obtain. We
conclude by defining the various measures of solution differences
that we use in Section 3.

2.1. Ocean model

We use the Massachusetts Institute of Technology general cir-
culation model (MITgcm; Marshall et al., 1997), which solves the
incompressible Navier-Stokes equations on a sphere in a hydro-
static mode with an implicit free surface. Our model set-up is
based on Hoteit et al. (2008) and Hoteit et al. (2010) with several
modifications. The model domain covers the tropical and subtrop-
ical Pacific from 26�S–30�N and 104�E–70�W (see Fig.1), with a
constant resolution of 1=3� in both the zonal and meridional direc-
tions. The model ocean depth and domain boundaries are defined
by the ETOPO2 database (http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/global/
etopo2.html), the latter defined by the 10-m contour with addi-
tional manual editing to remove singular water points. Topography
in the Indonesian Seas is also manually edited to allow for reason-
able mean transports through narrow channels (e.g., McCreary
et al., 2007). The model’s vertical resolution ranges from 5 m near
the surface to 510 m near the bottom with a total of 51 layers.

Closed, no-slip conditions are specified at land boundaries, and
a quadratic form of bottom friction with a drag coefficient of 0.002
is applied. The artificial, northern and southern boundaries, as well
as a portion of the western boundary located in the Indian Ocean,
are open. Near these boundaries, model variables (temperature,
salinity, and horizontal velocity) are relaxed to a monthly climatol-
ogy determined from the German partner of the consortium for
Estimating the Circulation and Climate of the Ocean (GECCO)
reanalysis (Köhl et al., 2007; Köhl and Stammer, 2008). Specifically,
model variables are relaxed to GECCO values at time scales that
vary from 1–20 days within 3� of the boundaries.

Subgrid-scale horizontal mixing is parameterized by biharmonic
operators with constant coefficients of 4 � 10 11 m4 s�1 for viscosity
and 2 � 1011 m4 s�1 for tracer diffusion. The K-profile parameteri-
zation of Large et al. (1994) is used for vertical mixing, with
background coefficients of 10�4 m2 s�1 for viscosity and, for our
the temperature structure of the equatorial Pacific Ocean. Part 1: Vertically
emod.2014.10.002
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control run, 0:1� 10�4 m2 s�1 for diffusion (jb). Parameter jb is
then altered in sensitivity experiments (see Section 2.2).

Surface forcing is determined from a monthly climatology of
atmospheric variables from the European Centre for Medium
Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Interim Reanalysis (ERA-
Interim, http://apps.ecmwf.int/datasets/data/interim_full_daily)
for the period of 1991–2000. These variables are used to compute
surface turbulent and radiative fluxes for the ocean model by the
bulk formulae of Large and Pond (1981) and Large and Pond
(1982), according to which sea-surface heat flux and evaporation
depend on sea-surface temperature.

Our control experiment (CTL) is initialized with the January cli-
matology of the GECCO reanalysis, and integrated for 40 years to
reach a quasi-equilibrium state in the upper ocean. Each of the
subsequent experiments (CTL and sensitivity experiments) is then
initialized with the year-40 state of CTL and integrated forward for
an additional 20 years. In all the experiments, the ERA-interim and
GECCO climatologies are repeatedly used for all model years.
Unless stated otherwise, solutions discussed in the text and shown
in figures are taken from the final year of integration. By this time,
solutions are approaching equilibrium throughout the basin, par-
ticularly so near the equator.
2.2. Solutions

Table 1 lists the experiments we carry out. Experiment CTL is
our control run in which jb is set everywhere to the default value
j0 ¼ 0:1� 10�4 m2 s�1. In experiment FB, jb is increased to
j0 þ Dj ¼ 0:5� 10�4 m2 s�1 throughout the basin. In the other
experiments, jb is increased from j0 to j0 þ Dj within specified
subregions. As shown in Fig. 1, the regions are located in the east-
ern and western ocean, near the equator (EQE and EQW; equatorial
regions), to either side of the equator (ENE, ENW, ESE, and ESW;
off-equatorial regions), and poleward of 8�S or 8�N (NE, NW, SE,
and SW; tropical regions).

Just inside the edges of each subregion, jb is ramped from j0 to
j0 þ Dj using cosine tapers of the form
r 1
2

� �ðgÞ ¼ ð1� cos pgÞ=2; 0 6 g 6 1; ð1Þ
where g is a non-dimensional coordinate with a different form for
each type of edge. According to (1), r1 decreases from 1 to 0 with
g and vice versa for r2.
Table 1
List of experiments.

Exp. Subregion max jb

Lat. range Lon. range (10�4 m2 s�1)

CTL Full basin 0.1
FB Full basin 0.5
SE < 8�S > 157�W 0.5
SW < 8�S < 167�W 0.5
NE > 8�N > 157�W 0.5
NW > 8�N < 167�W 0.5
ESE 10�–1�S > 157�W 0.5
ESW 10�–1�S < 167�W 0.5
ENE 1�–10�N > 157�W 0.5
ENW 1�–10�N < 167�W 0.5
EQE 3�S–3�N > 155�W 0.5
EQW 3�S–3�N < 167�W 0.5

For each experiment, rows provide its label, the edges of the subregions where jb is
increased, and the maximum diffusivity. Coefficient jb either has a constant value
throughout the basin (full basin) or its value increases from j0 to j0 þ Dj in ramps
just inside the edges of each subregion (see text and Fig. 1).

Please cite this article in press as: Furue, R., et al. Impacts of regional mixing on
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Consider such a ramp just inside the eastern edge of a subregion
and let x1 be the point where jb starts to decrease. Then, jb

decreases from j0 þ Dj to j0 across the ramp as

jbðxÞ ¼ j0 þ Dj r1
x� x1

Dx

� �
; x1 6 x 6 x1 þ Dx: ð2Þ

Similarly, for the western edge of a subregion jb increases from j0

to j0 þ Dj across the ramp as

jbðxÞ ¼ j0 þ Dj r2
x� x2

Dx

� �
; x2 6 x 6 x2 þ Dx; ð3Þ

where x2 is the point where jb starts to increase. Ramps inside the
northern and southern edges are similar with g ¼ y� yj

� �
=Dy. Just

inside the corner of a subregion, a two-dimensional ramp is neces-
sary. There,

jbðx; yÞ ¼ j0 þ Dj ri
x� xi

Dx

� �
rj

y� yj

Dy

� �
;

xi 6 x 6 xi þ Dx; yj 6 y 6 yj þ Dy; ð4Þ

where ði; jÞ ¼ ð1;1Þ; ð2;1Þ; ð2;2Þ; ð1;2Þ for northeast, northwest,
southwest, and southeast corners.

With the choices Dx ¼ 10� and Dy ¼ 2�, ramps of adjacent sub-
regions overlap by Dx and Dy, as indicated in Table 1 and Fig. 1.
Note that, with the above definitions, the sum of the kappa
‘‘anomalies’’ (djb � jb � j0) in adjacent regions is jb where they
overlap (for both edges and corners). It follows that, when the
djbðx; yÞ’s are summed over all the ten subregions,P

edjb;eðx; yÞ ¼ Dj ¼ djbFB everywhere.

2.3. Difference measures

One measure of differences between solutions is

dqeðx; y; z; tÞ � qeðx; y; z; tÞ � qCTLðx; y; z; tÞ; ð5Þ

where q is any model variable and subscript e denotes the test solu-
tion from which the variable is taken (FB, EQE, etc.). It is useful to
split the temperature anomaly, dTe, into two components

dTe ¼ d0Te þ d00Te; ð6Þ

where d0Te results from vertical advection of density (‘‘dynami-
cal’’ anomaly) and d00Te from simultaneous temperature and salinity
changes in such a way that density remains unchanged (‘‘spici-
ness’’ anomaly). See Appendix A for a derivation of (6) and the def-
initions of d0Te and d00Te. Schneider (2004) and Taguchi and
Schneider (2014) provide alternative derivations.

Below the surface mixed layer, each component has a distinct
physical interpretation, with d0Te arising primarily from wave
adjustments and d00Te from advection (Section 3.2.3; Appendix A).
Within the mixed layer, surface heating and evaporation impact
dTe, and the split between the dynamical and spiciness anomalies
is not useful because neither the wave propagation of d0T or the
advection of d00T is a dominant process (Section 3.3.1).

3. Results

In this section, we first report our control run, comparing mod-
eled and observed fields (Section 3.1). We then provide a general
discussion of the adjustment processes by which all of our test
experiments reach equilibrium (Section 3.2). Finally, we describe
the near-equilibrium (20-year) responses of several of the test
solutions in detail (Section 3.3).

3.1. Control run

Fig. 2 shows meridional sections of annual-mean zonal velocity,
salinity, and potential density along 160�W from observations and
the temperature structure of the equatorial Pacific Ocean. Part 1: Vertically
emod.2014.10.002
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from our control run. The maximum speed of the Equatorial Under-
current (EUC) is about 90cms�1 in the Johnson et al. (2002) clima-
tology and about 80cms�1 in the model; moreover, the meridional
and vertical extents of the two fields agree well.

The eastward currents at 200–450 m depths and 3–5� from the
equator are the northern and southern Tsuchiya jets (TJs; Tsuchiya,
1972, 1975, 1981; McCreary et al., 2002; Furue et al., 2007, 2009).
The structures of the model TJs agree fairly well with observations,
except that the model has westward currents on the equatorward
sides of the TJs. The observed field shows another eastward current
just south of the primary one, often termed the secondary Tsuchiya
Jet, which is much weaker in the model. Note also that the model
has other, vertically-coherent, narrow zonal flows at depths farther
from the equator. Eddy-resolving models usually have similar, but
stronger, flows, sometimes called ‘‘striations’’ or ‘‘zonal jets’’ (Max-
imenko et al., 2008), which are thought to be at least partly driven
by eddies (e.g., Nakano and Hasumi, 2005; Richards et al., 2006).
These flows are much weaker in our model than in typical eddy-
resolving models, likely because our mesoscale eddies are much
weaker.

There are large-scale bands of high sea-surface salinity between
20�S and 10�S and between 20�N and 30�N (not shown). Waters
subducted in these regions flow equatorward in the main pycno-
cline, forming the tongues of high salinity visible in Fig. 2. Much
of this water flows eastward in the EUC, upwells into the mixed
layer in the eastern equatorial Pacific, and returns to subtropics
near the surface, thereby forming the Pacific’s shallow overturning
circulation cells, the Subtropical Cells (STCs; McCreary and
Lu, 1994). The tongue from the southern hemisphere is more
Fig. 2. Sections of zonal velocity and potential density (upper) and salinity and potent
(right). The units of velocity, density, and salinity are cm s�1, rh , and psu, respectively. Th
(2002) [data available from http://www.pmel.noaa.gov/people/gjohnson/gjohnson.html
(Roemmich and Gilson, 2009) [data available from http://sio-argo.ucsd.edu/RG_Climatolo
up).
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pronounced partly because surface salinity is higher in the south-
ern hemisphere and partly because the subducted water reaches
the equator by a more direct path than in the northern hemisphere
(Lu and McCreary, 1995). As a result, there is a sharp front of
salinity in the pycnocline across the equator. The vertical structure
of salinity is complicated near the equator because of this feature
especially on the northern side.

Overall, the model salinity field agrees well with the Argo cli-
matology. The most conspicuous difference is that maximum val-
ues of salinity are considerably higher than their observed
counterparts both in the northern and southern hemispheres.
Indeed, the surface salinity is much higher in our model than in
the Argo climatology (not shown), and it is the subduction of this
water that leads to the model’s larger subsurface salinities.

3.2. Adjustment processes

All solutions follow similar adjustment processes. They include
a very fast, initial response due to interactions of gravity and baro-
tropic waves with eddies (Section 3.2.1), a more gradual diffusive,
local response (Section 3.2.2), and slower remote adjustments due
to wave propagation and advection (Section 3.2.3).

3.2.1. Fast initial response
Fig. 3 shows dTSE at z ¼ 150 m and t ¼ 300 days as an example.

Even at this early time, alternating positive and negative patches of
dTSE exist along 5�N in the eastern Pacific, which is much too far for
baroclinic waves to reach from the SE region in only 300 days. Sim-
ilar chaotic features occur in all other experiments. Furthermore,
ial density (lower) along 160�W from observations (left) and from the control run
e fields in the top-left panel are from the annual-mean climatology of Johnson et al.

] and those in the bottom-left panel are from the 2004–2011 RG Argo Climatology
gy.html]. The modeled fields are averages over year 1 (year 41 of the complete spin

the temperature structure of the equatorial Pacific Ocean. Part 1: Vertically
emod.2014.10.002
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they are not just an initial response, but rather continue through-
out the integrations.

The most plausible explanation of this phenomenon is as fol-
lows. The sudden change in jb in a region generates very fast
waves: barotropic and baroclinic gravity waves, and barotropic
Rossby and Kelvin waves. Although their amplitudes are small,
they are still large enough to perturb mesoscale eddies far from
the original region of the jb change. Because of the eddies’ chaotic
nature, their phases are altered appreciably even though their sta-
tistical characteristics are hardly affected, resulting in appreciable
Fig. 4a. Sections of potential-density anomalies for Solution FB along 160�W (top), 13
dimensional diffusion alone (right; see text), where the overbar indicates an average ov

Please cite this article in press as: Furue, R., et al. Impacts of regional mixing on
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pointwise differences in field variables between the test run and
CTL. As a result, within �10 days mesoscale anomalies of both
signs begin to appear in all dynamical variables (density, velocity,
etc.) even in the farthest places from the origin. The amplitudes of
these anomalies therefore tend to be large where eddies are strong.
For example, the amplitude (as measured by the variance of v near
the surface) of Tropical Instability Waves (TIWs) is largest near 5�N
in the eastern Pacific, and that is one region where dTSE is large in
Fig. 3. To focus on large-scale features, we take temporal averages
for the figures below to reduce the amplitudes of these eddy-like
anomalies.

Some of the figures below show not only remaining eddy-like
anomalies but also front-like structures that are coherent in one
spatial direction. A comparison of the test run with the control
run suggests that the latter are due to slight shifts in the positions
of striations. If the striations are driven by eddies, these shifts may
be due to slight changes in eddy statistics, but details are not clear.

3.2.2. Local response
In each experiment, the initial, large-scale response of the tem-

perature and salinity fields to the increased background diffusivity
can be described by

dqe;t � djb;e q0zz; ð7Þ

where q is either temperature or salinity, q0 � qCTL, and the sub-
scripts t and z denote partial derivatives. Eq. (7) follows from the
�S (middle), and 17�N (bottom), showing �dqFB (left) and dq computed from one-
er year 1 (year 41 of the complete spin up).

the temperature structure of the equatorial Pacific Ocean. Part 1: Vertically
emod.2014.10.002
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temperature or salinity equation that retains only vertical diffusion
and assumes that j djb q0zz j	maxðj j0 dqzz j; j djb dqzz jÞ. To assess
how well this process explains the early response of a sensitivity
experiment, we compute a mean q field that would result from
vertical diffusion alone over time Dt, assuming that q0 is
stationary, as

qe ¼ q0 þ dqe; dqe � djb;e q0zz � Dt=2; ð8Þ

where the overbar indicates an average over Dt.
Fig. 4a compares dqFB averaged over year 1 (left panels) with the

density anomaly that results from applying (8) to temperature and
salinity with Dt ¼ 1 yr (right panels), showing sections across the
equator (top panels), along 13�S (middle panels), and along 17�N
(bottom). The large-scale, low-frequency components shown in
corresponding left and right panels are similar, indicating that
dqFB is determined primarily by (7). The zeros and signs of �dqFB

actually tend to coincide with those of �q0zz (not shown) because
dq � �adT þ bdS, the vertical gradients of a and b are small, and
hence dq itself approximately obeys (7). Furthermore, the ampli-
tudes in corresponding left and right panels are similar, although
the actual anomaly tends to be somewhat weaker than that com-
puted from (8), indicating that the growth of the anomalies has
reduced below a linear trend within a year, owing to the onset of
the adjustment processes discussed in Section 3.2.3. The exception
is within 3� of the southern and northern boundaries where den-
sity anomalies are small and the contours of the total density field
are nearly horizontal (top panels), a consequence of the restoration
of temperature and salinity toward prescribed values in those
regions (Section 2.1).

If density depends only on temperature, only on salinity, or if T
and S have the same vertical structure (and the vertical gradients of
@q=@T and @q=@S are negligible), a diffusion anomaly, djb, will only
generate a dynamical anomaly, that is, it will shift isopycnals ver-
tically with no change in spiciness. In the real ocean (and in our
control run), however, T and S have different structures, and djb

generates both spiciness and dynamical anomalies (Appendix A).
Fig. 4b illustrates the generation of both anomaly types in Solution
FB, comparing dTFB (top-left) to its parts due to dynamics d0TFB

(middle-left) and spiciness d00TFB (bottom-left) during year 1. The
pattern of the total temperature anomaly dTFB is very similar to
that of dqFB in Fig. 4a (top-left panel) and it is largely explained
by d0TFB, especially in the tropics. In the subtropics, however,
d00TFB is significant because there are prominent salinity signals
associated with subsurface waters, namely, high-salinity North
Pacific Tropical Water (Tsuchiya, 1968; Suga et al., 2000, and refer-
ences therein) and South Pacific Subtropical Lower Water (Wyrtki,
1962) overlying deeper, lower-salinity waters (Wyrtki, 1962;
Talley, 1985). Fig. 4b also plots temperature anomalies where (7)
is assumed to hold individually for both temperature and salinity
(right panels). They show that the general patterns of all the anom-
aly fields in Solution FB are well predicted by the one-dimensional
model.
1 If the temperature anomaly equation (A.3) and the associated momentum
equation are expanded into vertical modes, a set of shallow-water equations is
obtained that describes the response of each mode (e.g., McCreary, 1981); in the set,
the forcing in the original temperature anomaly equation (the term djbT0zz on the
left-hand side of Eq. 7 or in Eq. A.3) projects onto a mass-source term (Furue et al.,
1995). Since the forcing involves several zero crossings (i.e., wherever the curvature of
T0 changes sign) as implied by the spatial pattern of dT (Section 3.2.2), higher-order
vertical modes are necessarily part of the overall response.
3.2.3. Remote responses
After the initial and local responses, solutions adjust toward a

new equilibrium state through wave radiation, advection, and mix-
ing. Locally-forced dynamical anomalies are associated with an
unbalanced pressure field that excites baroclinic waves. In con-
trast, spiciness anomalies do not affect pressure (they are a passive
tracer), and hence respond only to advection and mixing. Gener-
ally, since the propagation speeds of baroclinic waves are typically
faster than advection speeds, remote effects due to baroclinic
waves appear sooner than those due to spiciness advection. In a
final adjustment, the remote anomalies are also attenuated by dif-
fusion (see Section 3.3.1).
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To illustrate dynamical adjustments, Fig. 5 (top panel) shows a
longitude-time plot of d0TSE at 13�S smoothed in time and in longi-
tude for the 26.6-rh isopycnal surface. This surface lies near the
core of the deep negative density anomaly in Solution FB along
13�S east of 167�W (Fig. 4a, middle-left panel). The reversals of
the density anomaly in the vertical suggest that Rossby waves
associated with several baroclinic modes are locally generated in
the SE region.1 Consistent with this idea, the anomalies in Fig. 5
propagate westward at a speed consistent with first- or second-
mode waves. (With a gravity-wave speed of c � 1–2 m s�1, the phase
velocity of long-wavelength Rossby wave is bc2=f 2 � 2–8 cm s�1 at
13�S.) Signals take about 6 years to propagate from the western edge
of Region SE (167�E) to the western boundary. The anomaly field has
a low-frequency, large-scale response that becomes stationary after
about 10 years with interannual oscillation superimposed. The unfil-
tered field (not shown) includes high-frequency disturbances associ-
ated with mesoscale eddies, which are continually generated in the
east and propagate westward.

To illustrate spiciness adjustments, Fig. 5 (bottom panel) pro-
vides a latitude-time plot of d00TSE on the 24:6-rh isopycnal aver-
aged over 160�–150�W and smoothed in time. Spiciness advects
to the equator within the subsurface branch of the South Pacific
STC along two primary pathways, one in the far-western ocean
and another in the central Pacific (see the discussion in Sec-
tion 3.3.1). As evident in the plot, the spiciness anomaly first
reaches the equator in the central Pacific after about 5 years.

3.3. Regional solutions

Here, we discuss the near-equilibrium (year-20) responses of
several of our regional solutions (Solutions SE, NE, EQW, and
EQE) that best illustrate of our key findings. Other regional solu-
tions are reported in Appendix B, with the discussions there focus-
ing on differences from the solutions reported here.

3.3.1. Solution SE
Dynamical response. Fig. 6a (top-left panel) illustrates the verti-

cal structure of the near-equilibrium, dynamical response in
Region SE, plotting a meridional section of d0TSE along 130�W. It
is useful to compare the section with that of the initial anomaly
along 160�W of Solution FB south of 8�S (Fig. 4b, middle-left panel).
(We plot the 160�W section for Solution FB in Figs. 4a and 4b to
save space; the section is near the center of the Pacific not too
far from the 130�W and 170�E sections shown for the eastern
and western experiments, respectively.) In both figures and within
the latitude range of the SE region (< 8�S), the dynamical signal is
generally positive near and below the bottom of the pycnocline
and in the upper pycnocline and it is negative inbetween. This sim-
ilarity illustrates how much the equilibrium solution is still domi-
nated by 1-d processes. Differences are related mostly to shifts in
the position of the density field because the sections are not
located at the same longitude; for example, note that near-surface
isopycnals are shifted upwards in Solution SE, with qK 24:0 rh

being absent.
Fig. 6a (top-right panel) shows the near-equilibrium state of

d0TSE on the 26:6-rh density surface, which lies within the deep
positive signal (Fig. 6a, top-left). Within the latitude range of the
anomalous mixing (y < 8�S), the amplitude of the anomaly is fairly
the temperature structure of the equatorial Pacific Ocean. Part 1: Vertically
emod.2014.10.002
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Fig. 4b. Sections of temperature anomalies for Solution FB along 160�W, showing dTFB (top), d0TFB (middle), and d00TFB (bottom) averaged over year 1 (left), and analogous
anomalies determined by assuming that (7) holds for both temperature and salinity (right). Contours show potential density, q, from the control solution as a reference. The
near-surface gray areas indicate where d0TFB and d00TFB are undefined because matching isopycnals do not exist in both experiments.
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uniform from the western edge of the SE region (167�W) to the
western boundary. Near the equator, there is also a weaker signal
that broadens to the east, forming a characteristic wedge-shape
pattern (� 7�S–7�N, 160�W–80�W in the top-right panel of
Fig. 6a). (Another part of the remote signal, not visible in the plot,
extends into the Indian Ocean through the Indonesian Seas.) On
shallower isopycnal surfaces, d0TSE tends to be weaker (except for
the mesoscale noise noted earlier) and it is negligible outside the
SE latitudinal band (not shown; a very weak version of the
response in the top-right panel of Fig. 6a).

The large-scale response in Fig. 6a (top-right panel) is well rep-
resented in solutions to a linear, 1 1

2-layer (or equivalently single-
mode) shallow-water model forced by an off-equatorial volume
source, Qðx; yÞ, that transfers water into (or out of) the layer (e.g.,
Anderson, 1976; Kawase, 1987; Spall, 2000). In the latitude band
of the forcing, Rossby waves propagate from the forcing region to
the western boundary, generating a recirculation that extends
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across the basin. At the western boundary, part of the flow propa-
gates equatorward as a coastal Kelvin wave and then eastward
along the equator as an equatorial Kelvin wave. At the eastern
boundary, it propagates first northward and southward along the
coast via coastal Kelvin waves and then westward as a packet of
long-wavelength Rossby waves. The distinctive bands of d0TSE and
d00TSE within and below the pycnocline north of the equator
(Fig. 6a, left panels) are the eddy-like and front-like mesoscale fea-
tures discussed earlier; it is noteworthy that very similar bands
occur in Solutions ESE, ENE, and EQE, suggesting that they are all
generated by similar signals from the forcing regions.

The eastern-boundary Rossby waves are attenuated by diapyc-
nal diffusion, with the distance a signal travels depending on the
ratio of the wave speed to the timescale of the diffusion. When dif-
fusion is sufficiently strong, the eastern-boundary Rossby waves
are damped before they reach the western boundary, and the
resulting equilibrium state resembles the wedge-shaped pattern
the temperature structure of the equatorial Pacific Ocean. Part 1: Vertically
emod.2014.10.002
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Fig. 5. Longitude-time section of d0TSE on the 26.6-rh density surface at 13�S
smoothed with a 5� � 0:5 yr two-dimensional moving average (top); time-latitude
section of d00TSE on the 24.6-rh density surface averaged over 160�W–150�W
smoothed with a 0:5� yr moving average (bottom). In the top panel, the solid and
dashed line segments indicate phase speeds of 80�=5 yr (’ 5:5 cm s�1) and 30�=5 yr
(’ 2 cm s�1); and in the lower panel, the solid line segment indicates a phase speed
of 10�=5 yr (’ 0:7 cm s�1)
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in Fig. 6a (McCreary, 1981; Kawase, 1987). An alternative explana-
tion for the wedge shape is that it represents the pathways of
higher-order vertical-mode (n P 2) Rossby waves emanating from
the eastern boundary, which are bent equatorward by the
background Sverdrup circulation (Luyten and Stommel, 1986;
McCreary et al., 2002; Furue et al., 2007, 2009). Consistent with
this idea, the poleward edge of the positive d0TSE signal farther west
is tilted somewhat equatorward (top-right panel of Fig. 6a). It is
difficult to determine which process dominates unless the verti-
cal-modal structure of d0T and the strength of diffusive attenuation
on each vertical mode are quantitatively known.

Spiciness response. Fig. 6a (bottom-left panel) plots a meridional
section of d00TSE. As for d0TSE, it is similar to the initial 1-d response
in Solution FB south of 8�S (Fig. 4b, bottom-left panel), except
shifted vertically somewhat due to zonal changes in the back-
ground temperature and salinity fields and extending to somewhat
deeper depths as time passes. Note that the shallow negative
anomaly extends equatorward, whereas the deep positive one does
not, the extension resulting from equatorward advection within
the subsurface branch of the South Pacific STC, as discussed next.

Fig. 6a (bottom-right panel) plots d00TSE on the 24.6-rh surface. It
is located near the middle of the aforementioned negative spici-
ness signal, lies within the subsurface salinity tongue that extends
from the subtropics to the equator (Fig. 2), and outcrops within the
SE region (light-gray shading in the bottom-right panel of Fig. 6a).
The locally-generated d00TSE signal is advected westward of 160�W
by the South Pacific Subtropical Gyre and equatorward of 10�S
within the South Pacific STC following two primary pathways:
one that extends to the western boundary near 5�S, and another
that intersects the equator in mid-basin, as indicated by the geo-
strophic streamfunction (contours).

The d00TSE signal in the western-boundary pathway flows toward
the equator in the western-boundary current and then eastward in
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the EUC. Note that part of this signal flows into the Indonesian
Seas, but most of it retroflects to join the EUC with little continuing
southward into the Banda Sea (Fig. 1). This retroflection is consis-
tent with theoretical and modeling results, which show that
almost all the ITF within the upper 400 m arises from the North
Pacific (Section 3.3.2).

Since part of the western-boundary current crosses the equator
(Godfrey et al., 1993; Kashino et al., 1996) before flowing into the
EUC, d00TSE exists on both sides of the equator in the western ocean.
This feature is barely visible in Fig. 6a and is confirmed by examin-
ing meridional sections of d00TSE at various longitudes (not shown).
In contrast, the d00TSE signal that follows the interior pathway does
not cross the equator, and flows eastward only on the southern
side of the EUC. Near South America, the d00TSE signal is likely due
to southward advection from the EUC; the background mean flow
is generally southward in this density range between 94�E and the
coast and between the equator and 8�S, including the strong Peru-
vian Coastal Undercurrent (not shown; Lukas, 1986; Penven et al.,
2005; Montes et al., 2010).

A comparison of the two right panels of Fig. 6a illustrates the
striking differences that can occur in the propagation of dynamical
(d0TSE) and spiciness (d00TSE) signals, in this case with the spiciness
signal extending more prominently equatorward. Similar differ-
ences occur in our other regional solutions, and have been noted
previously by Nonaka and Xie (2000) and Taguchi and Schneider
(2014).

Equatorial response. Fig. 6b illustrates the vertical structures of
the dynamic and spiciness anomalies along the equator, plotting
dTSE; d

0TSE, and d00TSE fields averaged from 1�S to 1�N. Consistent
with Fig. 6a (top panels), the deep dynamical signal d0TSE (Fig. 6b,
middle panel) is spread throughout the equatorial ocean. There is
also a near-surface, positive anomaly that is locally generated
(see below). It is noteworthy that d0TSE has fewer zero crossings
at the equator than it does in the forcing region (Fig. 4b, middle-left
panel south of 8�S), an indication that either Rossby waves associ-
ated with higher-order vertical modes are preferentially damped
or the large change in stratification modifies the structure of the
modes. Also consistent with Fig. 6a, there is a strong, negative spic-
iness signal d00TSE within the pycnocline (Fig. 6b, bottom panel),
which is advected to the equator from Region SE along the two
pathways noted above. Below the pycnocline, there is a positive
anomaly (bottom panel) near the western boundary. Most of it
flows out of the basin as a deep part of the ITF (not shown; e.g.,
McCreary et al., 2007), with some bending eastward to join the
southern Tsuchiya Jet and the lower part of the EUC.

There are also negative d00TSE and positive d0TSE signals above the
pycnocline. Because of surface fluxes, however, these signals can-
not be interpreted as arising solely from the remote forcing region.
The negative d00TSE signal is advected along the equator within the
pycnocline by the EUC and is mixed upward into the surface layer
in the eastern Pacific. The heat flux into the ocean is increased
there, reducing the negative temperature anomaly (Fig. 6b, top
panel) and leaving behind a negative salinity anomaly. At the same
time, evaporation is reduced owing to the lower SST while precip-
itation is not affected (Section 2.1), enhancing the negative salinity
anomaly. This anomaly is advected westward by the surface South
Equatorial Current while the negative temperature anomaly is
almost erased by the surface heating before reaching the western
Pacific. Since the dominance of negative salinity anomaly implies
a negative density anomaly in the western Pacific, the vanishing
temperature anomaly there is projected onto d0T > 0 (see
Eq. A.2c), resulting in d00T < 0 since dT ¼ d0T þ d00T . The positive
d0T and negative d00T responses near the surface in the western
Pacific are locally generated in this way, and so the former (latter)
is not indicative of wave radiation (advection) from Region SE.
A similar issue occurs in all the other solutions.
the temperature structure of the equatorial Pacific Ocean. Part 1: Vertically
emod.2014.10.002
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Fig. 6a. Meridional sections along 130�W (left) and maps on density surfaces (right) of temperature differences (color shading, �C) and density (contours on left panels, rh) or
Montgomery streamfunction (contours on right panels, m2 s�2) averaged during year 20. The sections show d0TSE (top-left), d00TSE (bottom-left), and qCTL. The maps plot d0TSE

on the 26:6-rh density surface (top-right), d00TSE on the 24:6-rh density surface (bottom-right), and the Montgomery function from CTL, which is defined here as
m ¼ �ðpþ qgzÞ=q0 and q0 ¼ 1024 kg m�3 is a constant reference density.
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3.3.2. Solution NE
Dynamical response. The local and remote responses in Solution

NE differ considerably from those in Solution SE, a consequence of
differences in the background velocity, temperature, and salinity
fields between the northern and southern hemispheres.

Fig. 7a (top-left panel) illustrates the vertical structure of the
near-equilibrium, dynamical response in Solution NE along
130�W. As for Solution SE, the response is similar to that of the ini-
tial anomaly of Solution FB north of 8�N (not shown), indicating
that the solution is dominated by 1-d mixing in the forcing region.
The local response is considerably different from that for Solution
SE (Fig. 6a, top-left panel), however, a consequence of the more
complicated background density field in the northern-hemisphere
tropics.

Fig. 7a (top-right panel) shows the near-equilibrium state of
d0TNE on the 26.6-rh density surface. As for Solution SE (top-right
panel of Fig. 6a), the response is confined largely within the lati-
tude band of Region NE, except that anomalies appear to tilt some-
what equatorward to the west probably owing to the propagation
of higher-order, baroclinic Rossby waves being affected by the
background flow. Wave propagation also ensures that weak deep-
ening (red) spreads throughout the rest of the ocean, analogous to
the near-equatorial deepening on the 26.6-rh surface in Solution
SE (Fig. 6a ). Interestingly, the band of negative (blue) d0TNE in
the eastern ocean does not propagate out of the forcing region,
because it is erased by forcing (Eq. 7) of the opposite sign before
it can do so.

Spiciness response. Fig. 7a (bottom-left panel) plots a meridional
section of d00TNE. As for d0TSE, it is determined largely by 1-d pro-
cesses in the forcing region, and it differs markedly from d00TSE

because of the different stratifications in the two regions (see
below).

Fig. 7a (bottom-right panel) shows the near-equilibrium state of
d00TNE on the 24.6-rh density surface. From the bottom-left panel,
we can see that it is only in this depth range that the signal is
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advected to the equator, and it does so within the subsurface
branch of the North Pacific STC, which lacks a strong interior path-
way due to the presence of the NECC (Lu and McCreary, 1995). In
contrast to Solution SE, then, d00TNE flows to the western boundary
within the North Equatorial Current and then equatorward in the
southward-flowing branch of the Philippine Current. At the
southern tip of the Philippines, part of that current retroflects to
flow eastward in the North Equatorial Countercurrent (NECC;
�6�N) and along the northern flank of the EUC (Nonaka and Xie,
2000), this western boundary current not flowing across the equa-
tor unlike the southern-hemisphere counterpart. Another part
turns west to flow across the Sulawesi Sea (Fig. 1), then south
through the Makassar Strait (located just west of the western edge
of the plot in Fig. 7a; see Fig. 1), and finally east into the Banda Sea,
a circulation in the Indonesian Seas that complements that of Solu-
tion SE (compare bottom-right panels of Figs. 7a and 6a) and is
consistent with observations and models (e.g., McCreary et al.,
2007).

Within the forcing region, there is a patch of large positive (red)
d00TNE values (Fig. 7a, bottom panels), with no counterpart in Solu-
tion SE (Fig. 6a, bottom panels). The difference comes from the very
different water-mass structures between the northern and south-
ern tropical regions (Fig. 2, lower panels); for example, the salin-
ity-minimum water is much shallower in the northern
hemisphere. As with the negative band of d0TSE, the positive d00TNE

patch does not extend west of Region NE because it is eliminated
by forcing of the opposite sign.

There is also a distinctive negative (blue) d00TNE patch just west
of the outcropping. It emerges only after several years of integra-
tion, indicating that it does not result from 1-d forcing. The 24.6-
rh surface lies just beneath the surface mixed layer in this region,
and sea-surface salinity anomaly there generally has a spatial pat-
tern similar to that of d00TNE (not shown). These properties suggest
that the blue patch results from gradual changes in mixed-layer
properties, but details of this adjustment are not clear.
the temperature structure of the equatorial Pacific Ocean. Part 1: Vertically
emod.2014.10.002
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Fig. 6b. Zonal sections of temperature differences (color shading, �C), showing dTSE

(top), d0TSE (middle), d00TSE (bottom), and qCTL (rh) averaged from 1�S–1�N and
during year 20.
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Equatorial response. Fig. 7b plots dTNE; d
0TNE, and d00TNE along the

equator averaged from 1�S to 1�N. Consistent with the top panels
of Fig. 7a, the deep dynamical signal d0TNE (Fig. 7b, middle panel)
extends across the equatorial ocean. There is also a shallower posi-
tive signal centered about 25rh, due to the strong, locally-forced
anomaly in this density band (top-left panel of Fig. 7a). Consistent
with the bottom panels of Fig. 7a, there is only a weak spiciness
signal d00TNE within the pycnocline (bottom panel of Fig. 7b). It is
much weaker than in Solution SE, because the subsurface branch
of the North Pacific STC lacks a central-Pacific pathway, part of
the anomaly flows into the NECC, part exits the basin via the ITF,
and the signal is weakened by the 1�S–1�N averaging since it is
present only on the northern flank of the EUC.
3.3.3. Solutions EQW and EQE
In contrast to the other experiments, the locally-generated d0TEQW

anomaly projects onto the equatorial Kelvin wave and only a few,
low-horizontal-mode, Rossby waves. As a consequence, the
locally-forced pattern of d0TEQW spreads meridionally as far as
y � �4� within a year. The amplitude of d0TEQW is much smaller dur-
ing year 1 than that from the 1-d calculation (not shown, but barely
visible by comparing left- and right-middle panels of Fig. 4b),
although the spatial pattern of d0TEQW agrees well with the 1-d calcu-
lation, consistent with the fact that equatorial waves are much faster
than off-equatorial and tropical Rossby waves. It is hard to establish
which vertical modes are predominant because of the strong meso-
scale noise, but it is clear that positive (negative) d0TEQW below
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(above) the center of the pycnocline immediately propagates east-
ward as an equatorial Kelvin wave. The upper negative signal van-
ishes as it reaches the mixed layer in the east (Fig. 8b, middle-left),
but the lower positive signal propagates poleward along the coasts
of North and South America as coastal Kelvin waves (Fig. 8a,
upper-right). Interestingly, in the near-equilibrium state the maxi-
mum response in the pycnocline is not located on the equator but
at about 7�N and 140�–130�W (Fig. 8a, upper-right). This anomaly
is very similar to the one in Solutions SE (Fig. 6a, upper-left, �7�N
and �90m) and ESE (Fig. B.3a, upper panels), suggesting that both
result from the same process, that is, the reflection of Rossby waves
from the eastern boundary.

Within the pycnocline, d00TEQW is much stronger in the southern
hemisphere (Fig. 8a, lower-left), and is reasonably consistent with
the 1-d calculation (not shown), possibly reflecting the salinity
contrast across the equator (Fig. 2). This signal is advected east-
ward in the EUC, forming a tongue much narrower than the width
of the dynamical signal (Fig. 8a, lower-right).

Along the equator (Fig. 8b, left panels), the positive temperature
anomaly dTEQW in the lower pycnocline is due to the dynamical sig-
nal d0TEQW partly canceled by the negative d00TEQW signal. The strong
negative dTEQW signal in the upper pycnocline is a superposition of
d00TEQW and the directly-forced negative d0TEQW. The deeper positive
anomaly is due to spiciness.

The properties of both dynamical and spiciness anomalies in
Solution EQE are similar to those of Solution EQW. In contrast to
Solution EQW, the positive d0TEQW signal in the pycnocline does
not extend below the pycnocline (Compare the middle-right and
middle-left panels of Fig. 8b). The locally-generated spiciness
anomaly d00TEQE is much weaker than the dynamical one (middle-
right and lower-right panels of Fig. 8b) and does not agree with
the 1-d calculation during year 1 (not shown). This weak
signal is likely generated by du due to the dynamical response
(Appendix A.3). In the pycnocline, it is then advected eastward
by the EUC and spreads southward near the eastern coast (not
shown).

Along the equator, the positive temperature anomaly dTEQE

within the pycnocline and the weaker negative band just below
it are due to the dynamical signal d0TEQE (Fig. 8b), except d00TEQE

dominates in the far east below the pycnocline. The deeper positive
anomaly is due to spiciness. The patch of the directly-forced nega-
tive d0TEQE in the upper pycnocline is visible east of �160�W.

3.3.4. Tropical SST
Fig. 9 illustrates the impact of regional jb anomalies on the

average temperature of the upper 50 m (T ) during year 20, show-
ing T anomalies (dT ) for Experiment FB (top-left) and seven of the
regional experiments. In Experiment FB (top-left panel), T is gen-
erally lower by 0.2–0.8�C throughout the tropics, except for the
strong localized warmings off the Central America and Baja Califor-
nia and the weak warming in the southeastern Pacific. In the regio-
nal experiments, locally-generated dT ’s tend to be dominated by
negative signals because T0zz tends to be negative above the
pycnocline (Section 3.2.2; Fig. 4b). As discussed above, the locally
generated signals converge to the equator and propagate eastward
along it. In the eastern-equatorial Pacific (EEPO), the pycnocline
rises near the surface so that upper-pycnocline water impacts T
there. Therefore, the part of the remotely-generated signals that
impact dT in the EEPO are those that lie on the upper pycnocline.
As a single measure of the impact of djb in the EEPO, we use dT
averaged over the Niño-3 region (dT N3; 150�W–90�W;5�S–5�N).
For solution FB, dT N3 ¼ �0:35�C.

Individual contributions of the regional solutions to equatorial
dT differ considerably, owing to the different, local, background
temperature and salinity structures that generate them and their
different ways of propagation. The largest contributions to
the temperature structure of the equatorial Pacific Ocean. Part 1: Vertically
emod.2014.10.002
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Fig. 7a. Same as Fig. 6a but for Solution NE.

Fig. 7b. Same as Fig. 6b but for Solution NE.
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negative dT N3 come from Solutions ESE and ENE (bottom and
upper-middle right panels of Fig. 9), a consequence of their forcing
regions having the largest overlap with the Niño-3 region. Interest-
ingly, negative contributions from Solution EQE and EQW are much
smaller, because the locally forced negative anomaly is balanced by
the underlying, positive one that rises into the upper 50 m there
(Fig. 8b). The contributions from Solutions ESW and ENW (bottom
and upper-middle left panels of Fig. 9) are small because their
near-surface, negative dynamical signals do not much propagate
to the eastern equatorial Pacific, and their positive dynamical sig-
nals partially cancel their negative spiciness signals (right panels
of Figs. B.3b and B.4b). In Solutions NE (top-right panel of Fig. 9)
and NW (not shown), there is a systematic warming of T in the
EEPO, a consequence of the dynamical, warming signal rising to
the surface there (Figs. 7b and B.2b). In contrast, in Solutions SE
and SW (not shown) dT in the EEPO is weak because their positive
dynamical signal is balanced by a strong negative spiciness signal
(Figs. 6b and B.1b). The contribution from Solution SE is weakly
negative because the negative spiciness signal dominates, and that
from SW is weakly positive because the spiciness is somewhat
weaker and dynamical signal is somewhat stronger (Appendix B.1).

It was surprising to us that the contributions to equatorial T
differ so much among the regional solutions, and that altogether
they tend to cool, rather than warm, T in the EEPO. It was therefore
also surprising to find in the second part of our study that this
result changes markedly when the depth range of the jb anomalies
is limited above the mid-pycnocline depth, in which case all the
regional solutions cause T warming in the EEPO (Jia et al., 2014).
4. Summary and discussion

4.1. Summary

In this paper, we investigate the sensitivity of solutions to regio-
nal changes in vertical diffusion. Specifically, we vary the back-
ground diffusion coefficient, jb, within spatially distinct
subregions of the tropical Pacific (Fig. 1 and Table 1), assess the
the temperature structure of the equatorial Pacific Ocean. Part 1: Vertically
emod.2014.10.002
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Fig. 8a. Same as Fig. 6a but for Solution EQW and for the 25:8-rh surface (upper-right).

Fig. 8b. Same as Fig. 6b but for Solutions EQE (left) and EQW (right).
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Fig. 9. Maps of near-surface (average in the upper 50 m) temperature anomalies (�C) during year 20 for various experiments. Notice the change in color scale for Solution FB.
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impacts of those changes, and diagnose the processes that account
for them.

Solutions respond to djb in three ways. Initially, there is a fast
response (several months), due to the interaction of rapidly-
propagating, barotropic and gravity waves with eddies and other
mesoscale features (Fig. 3). It is followed by a local response
(roughly one year) determined by 1-d (vertical) diffusion (Eq. 7;
Figs. 4a and 4b). At this stage, temperature and salinity anomalies
are generated that are either associated with (dynamical anoma-
lies) or without (spiciness anomalies) a density change. In a final
adjustment stage, the dynamical and spiciness anomalies spread
to remote regions by radiation of Rossby and Kelvin waves and
by advection, respectively (Section 3.2.3). Velocity anomalies due
to dynamical signals can generate secondary spiciness anomalies
along the equator (Appendix A.3).

In near-equilibrium solutions, the response within the forcing
region is not much different from the 1-d response (Section 3.3).
Dynamical anomalies generated in the tropical (Regions SE, SW,
NE, and NW) and off-equatorial regions (ESE, EWE, ENE, and
ENW) propagate to the western boundary (Fig. 10a), generating a
recirculation that extends from the forcing region to the western
boundary; as a result, dynamical anomalies are generally much lar-
ger in the latitude band of the forcing. At the western boundary,
part of the flow propagates equatorward as a coastal Kelvin wave
and then eastward along the equator as an equatorial Kelvin wave.
At the eastern boundary, it propagates first northward and
southward along the coast via coastal Kelvin waves and then
Please cite this article in press as: Furue, R., et al. Impacts of regional mixing on
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westward as a packet of long-wavelength Rossby waves. When
the forcing lies on the equator (Experiments EQW and EQE), equa-
torial Kelvin waves are directly generated.

Spiciness anomalies spread equatorward within the pycnocline
(Fig. 10b), where they are carried to the equator as part of the sub-
surface branch of the Pacific Subtropical Cells (STCs), and spiciness
also extends to the equator via western-boundary currents. Spici-
ness anomalies from the northern hemisphere (NH) tend to be
weaker along the equator than those from the southern hemi-
sphere (SH), because the subsurface branch of the North Pacific
STC lacks a central-Pacific pathway, part of the anomaly flows into
the NECC, part exits the basin via the Indonesian Throughflow, and
the western boundary current in the NH is blocked by the flow
from the SH. [We note that the various pathways of spiciness
anomalies have implications for natural variability in subsurface
salinity and potentially for SST through mixing or upwelling. For
example, the pathway from the tropical North Pacific in our Exper-
iments NE and NW suggests that spiciness anomalies can enter the
Indonesian Seas. Since there is strong vertical mixing in the Indo-
nesian Seas, such subsurface spiciness signals may impact SST
there (Ffield and Gordon, 1992; Ffield and Gordon, 1996).]

Below the mixed layer, temperature anomalies along the equa-
tor are a superposition of dynamical and spiciness components.
Their structure generally depends on the strength and spatial pat-
terns of the signals in the regions where they are locally generated
and on the processes by which they spread to the equator. Forcing
near and at the equator (Regions ESE, ESW, ENE, ENW, EQE, and
the temperature structure of the equatorial Pacific Ocean. Part 1: Vertically
emod.2014.10.002
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Fig. 10. Schematic diagrams summarizing the main pathways of (a) dynamical
signal (b) spiciness anomalies. Labels RW, cKW, and eKW stand for Rossby waves,
coastal Kelvin waves, and equatorial Kelvin waves, respectively. The spiciness
pathways are shown at pycnocline depths.
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EQW), however, has common influences on the equatorial temper-
ature structure. It generates positive dynamical anomalies (deep-
ening of isopycnals) in the lower pycnocline and weaker negative
dynamical anomalies in the upper pycnocline; it also generates
negative spiciness anomalies in the pycnocline, which partially
cancel the positive anomalies due to dynamical signals in the lower
pycnocline (Figs. 8b, B.3b, and B.4b).
4.2. Discussion

4.2.1. Linearity
An assumption underlying our split of the domain into subre-

gions is that the ocean’s response to djb is (approximately) linear,
that is, the total response is close to the sum of the individual
responses. Linearity should hold in the limit of small djb, since dT
will then be well approximated by the first-order term in the Taylor
expansion of T with respect to djb. To test this property, we com-
pared the sum of the temperature anomalies

P
edTe

� �
to dTFB (see

Sections 2.2 and 2.3) along a few representative meridional sections
(not shown). The two solutions are very similar at year 1, consistent
with the fact that not much signal has yet propagated from each
forcing region to other regions. At year 20, the large-scale patterns
of
P

edTe and dTFB are still similar (by the eye). On the other hand,P
edTe is much noisier with strong mesoscale features superim-

posed on the large-scale signals. This difference suggests that meso-
scale disturbances caused by djb in one region are not much
attenuated in other regions in regional experiments because jb is
small outside their respective forcing regions, whereas they are
attenuated by djb everywhere in Experiment FB. This difference
can be interpreted as a nonlinear effect due to terms like djbdTezz

in Experiment FB.
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4.2.2. Vertical structure of jb

Although we have restricted forcing by djb to be depth-inde-
pendent, a number of studies point toward the importance of its
vertical structure. For example, Sasaki et al. (2012) increased the
background vertical diffusivity, jb, only above the center of the
equatorial pycnocline in the equatorial Pacific (analogous to our
Regions EQE and EQW), in order to simulate the enhanced mixing
recently found there (Richards et al., 2012); they found that the
annual-mean sea surface temperature in the eastern equatorial
cold tongue is increased, whereas it is decreased in our solutions
EQE and EQW (Fig. 8b, upper panels). Fedorov et al. (2010) and
Manucharyan et al. (2011) increased djb only above 200 m to
simulate the mixing due to tropical cyclones in tropical and sub-
tropical regions (analogous to our Regions SE, SW, NE, and NW),
finding the equatorial cold tongue is significantly warmed, while
it changes little in our solutions (upper panels of Figs. 6b, 7b,
B.1b, and B.2b). Liu et al. (2012) obtained an optimized, global
solution in which the total vertical diffusivity j was adjusted at
every grid point in the model, finding that the adjustment to j
from the initial uniform value tends to be large in regions where
density changes rapidly (e.g., along fronts and across the
pycnocline).

To the extent that linearity to djb holds, we expect the results in
this study to apply even when djb varies vertically: The generation
of anomalies should be governed approximately by 1-d diffusion
similar to (7), and dynamical and spiciness components of anoma-
lies should propagate by wave radiation and advection, respec-
tively. On the other hand, since vertical diffusion has the form
ðdjb qzÞz, the additional term djbz qz will likely have significant
influences in the generation of anomalies, perhaps accounting for
the different responses noted in the previous paragraph. In a com-
panion paper (Jia et al., 2014, submitted), we are exploring impacts
when djb varies vertically as well as horizontally.
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Appendix A. Difference measures

The dynamical and spiciness components of temperature and
salinity anomalies are outlined in Section 2.3 and used in Section 3
to analyze the propagation of anomalies. In this appendix, we first
give precise definitions of the two components (A.1), then discuss
the methods of their computation (A.2), and then note useful prop-
erties of each component (A.3).

A.1. Definitions

One measure of differences between solutions is their differ-
ence on z levels,

dqe � q̂eðz; rÞ � q̂0ðz; rÞ; ðA:1aÞ
the temperature structure of the equatorial Pacific Ocean. Part 1: Vertically
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2 This expression is the partial derivative of ~Sðq; x; y; tÞ at fixed x; y, and t and not to
be confused with the similar-looking relation from the equation of state of sea water:
@S=@q at fixed T and p.
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where q is any model variable, q̂ðz; rÞ is the functional form of q in z
coordinates, subscript e denotes the test solution from which the
variable is taken (FB, EQE, etc.) with q0 � qCTL for convenience,
and r � ðx; y; tÞ. Another is their difference on density levels

d00qe � ~qeðq; rÞ � ~q0ðq; rÞ; ðA:1bÞ

where ~qeðq; rÞ is the functional form of qe in density coordinates.
(Throughout this paper, ‘‘density’’ means potential density refer-
enced to the sea surface.) Since the density field is different
between solutions, there is no unique way to map d00qe onto z-coor-
dinates or dqe onto q-coordinates. In this study, we choose the qCTL

field for the mapping and regard dqe and d00qe as regular field vari-
ables, independent of coordinate system.

For temperature and salinity it is useful to split dqe into two
parts: dqe ¼ d0qe þ d00qe. To make the separation for dTe (dSe is trea-
ted similarly), note that T̂eðz; rÞ ¼ ~Te½q̂eðz; rÞ; r
. Then, provided that
dqe is small, we can write

dTe ¼ T̂eðz; rÞ � T̂0ðz; rÞ ¼ ~Te q̂eðz; rÞ; r½ 
 � ~T0 q̂0ðz; rÞ; r½ 


’ ~Te q̂0ðz; rÞ; r½ 
 þ @
~Te

@q
q̂0ðz; rÞ; r½ 
dqeðz; rÞ � ~T0 q̂0ðz; rÞ; r½ 


� d0Te þ d00Te; ðA:2aÞ

where

d0Te �
@~Te

@q
q̂0ðz; rÞ; r½ 
dqeðz; rÞ ðA:2bÞ

and

d00Te � ~Te q̂0ðz; rÞ; r½ 
 � ~T0½q̂0ðz; rÞ; r
: ðA:2cÞ

According to (A.2c) the spiciness component d00Te is the temperature
difference taken at constant density between the two solutions: It is
just definition (A.1b) expressed in z-coordinates. According to
(A.2b), the dynamical component d0Te is proportional to dqeðz; rÞ, a
clear indication that it is associated with the vertical displacement
of density surfaces. An alternative (but equivalent) formalism of the
separation is presented by Schneider (2004) and the separation is
extended to more general cases by Taguchi and Schneider (2014).

A.2. Calculation methods

To compute d00Te, we use its definition (A.1b). To compute d0Te,
we map d00Te onto z-coordinates and use d0Te ¼ dTe � d00Te instead
of using (A.2c). To check the accuracy of the approximation (Taylor
expansion) in deriving (A.2a), we compare the d0Te computed this
way with another computed from (A.2b). For the latter, we first
use the approximation

ð@~Te=@qÞdqe ¼ ½@ð~T0 þ d00TeÞ=@q
dqe ’ ð@~T0=@qÞdqe

and then compute @~T0=@q using the z-derivatives of T and q via the
identity

@~T
@q
¼ @T̂
@z

@z
@q
¼ @T̂=@z
@q=@z

:

We confirmed that the two methods give very similar d0Te fields.
We use annual averages of the temperature and salinity fields

to calculate d0Te and d00Te because using the original (10-day-
mean) data would require large computational time and disk
space. The resulting anomaly fields are not identical to those in
which instantaneous temperature and salinity fields are used to
calculate d0Te and d00Te, which are then averaged over one year.
To assess the error from the use of annual-mean data, we com-
puted d0TFB using 10-day-mean data of Solutions CTL and FB for
year 20. We found that d0TFB is virtually indistinguishable using
the two methods except in and just below the mixed layer, a con-
sequence of seasonality in d0Te being very small below the mixed
layer.
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A.3. Properties

Expression (A.2c) indicates that d0Te is in one-to-one correspon-
dence with dqe with the given background field @~Te=@q � @~T0=@q
acting as a factor to modulate its amplitude. As a result, d0Te is
clearly dynamically active, being associated with a pressure anom-
aly and wave propagation. Note that its salinity counterpart, d0Se, is
less useful in the tropical Pacific as an indicator of active dynamics
because @~S0=@q takes both signs and can even vanish2 so that d0Se

does not have a consistent correspondence with a pressure anomaly.
The spiciness anomaly, d00Te, behaves like a passive tracer.

Below the mixed layer, the difference of temperature equations
written in density coordinates between a test run e and the control
run is

@td
00Te þ u0 � rd00Te þ d00u � rT0 þ d00ðdiapycnal advectionÞ
� d00ðjb @zzTÞ þ d00ðhorizontal diffusionÞ; ðA:3Þ

where u0 and d00u are horizontal velocity vectors for the control run
and the difference solution, r is the horizontal gradient operator,
and the r.h.s. is assumed to be transformed into density coordinates
after being evaluated in z-coordinates. The first term on the r.h.s.
includes the generation of spiciness anomalies in the forcing region
where djb – 0 (Section 3.2.2). The first and second terms on the
l.h.s. represent pure advection, @t þ u0 � r, of the spiciness anomaly
by the background flow. The third term represents the advection of
the background temperature field by the anomalous flow, d00u. Dia-
pycnal advection is small below the mixed layer and outside the
forcing region. Likewise, horizontal diffusion is small, if anything
tending to smooth the d00Te field.

Most of the discussion of d00Te in the main text concerns its local
generation and advection by the background flow u0. Near the
equator, there are a few instances where advection by d00u is also
significant. In these cases, it is useful to interpret d00u � rT0 as an
additional forcing term in which d00u is generated by dynamical
processes, predominantly by wave propagation associated with
d0Te (see Appendices B.3 and B.4).

Finally, it is noteworthy that d00Te is associated with a salinity
anomaly of the same sign. That is, 0 ¼ d00qe ¼ �qð�ad00Te þ bd00SeÞ
so that d00Se ¼ ða=bÞd00Te. If typical values of a and b are used, a
1�C temperature anomaly is associated with about a 0.3 psu salin-
ity anomaly.
Appendix B. Other regional solutions

In Section 3.3, we reported regional solutions that most clearly
illustrate basic processes. Here, we discuss the other regional solu-
tions, focusing on their differences from those in the main text.
They mostly support and clarify the processes discussed in the
main text, with a few new processes introduced here as well.
B.1. Solution SW

The vertical structures of Solutions SW and SE are very similar
in the latitude band of the forcing, a consequence of T0zz and S0zz

being much the same in each region (compare left panels of
Figs. B.1a and 6a along 170�E and 130�W, respectively). One differ-
ence is that, because isolines of T0 and S0 are deeper in the western
Pacific, anomalies in Solution SW occur somewhat deeper in the
water column. Other notable differences are that the deep, positive
area of d0TSW is much weaker than in Solution SE owing to T0zz
the temperature structure of the equatorial Pacific Ocean. Part 1: Vertically
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Fig. B.1a. Same as Fig. 6a but for Solution SW and for 170�E (left) and the 24:6-rh surface (upper-right).

Fig. B.1b. Same as Fig. 6b but for Solution SW.
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being smaller, and that the shallow positive patch of d0TSW is more
prominent.

The horizontal structures of the dynamical and spiciness signals
differ from Solution SE most prominently in that their locally
forced responses are confined to the western-Pacific forcing region
(right panels of Figs. B.1a and 6a). The dynamical signals on both
the 24.6-rh and 26.6-rh surfaces extend to the equator along the
western boundary and then spread throughout the basin, just as
the 26.6-rh signal does in Solution SE (top-right panels of Figs.
B.1a and 6a). A notable difference is that the dynamical signal on
24.6-rh equatorward of the latitude band of the forcing is some-
what stronger (Figs. B.1a, upper-right) than in Solution SE (not
shown). On this isopycnal, there is a distinct band of strong posi-
tive d0TSW centered at 120�W and 3�S. This feature likely results
from interaction between the Rossby-wave packet and the shallow
tight pycnocline there; a similar feature is visible in the 130�W sec-
tion of d0TSE (Fig. 6a, upper-left) and in many of the other solutions
below. The spiciness response differs from that in Solution SW in
that it does not extend to the equator in the interior ocean, since
Region SW lies west of the interior pathway of the South Pacific
STC (bottom-right panels of Fig. B.1a and 6a). The absence of the
interior pathway allows the equatorial tongue of negative d00TSW

that emanates from the western boundary to be much more
apparent.

Along the equator (Fig. B.1b), there is a shallow band of positive
d0TSW within the pycnocline, the equatorial extension of the anom-
aly from Region SW (Fig. B.1a, upper-right). Because of this positive
band, the negative dTSW anomaly within the pycnocline is much
weaker than in Solution SE, as the bands of negative d00TSW and
positive d0TSW anomalies tend to cancel. Below the pycnocline,
the deep positive d00TSW anomaly is stronger because it is closer
to its forcing region.

B.2. Solution NW

Owing to the large zonal gradients of the mean T and S fields,
the vertical structures of the local anomalies for Solution NW are
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Fig. B.2a. Same as Fig. 6a but for Solution NW and for 170�E (left).

Fig. B.2b. Same as Fig. 6b but for Solution NW.
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quite different from those for Solution NE, with both d0TNW and
d00TNW lacking negative anomalies at depth (compare left panels
of Figs. B.2a and 7a). Nevertheless, the horizontal structures of
the signals are similar, as they are spread about the basin by the
same processes (right panels of Fig. B.2a and 7a). Note that,
because the locally forced response is confined to the western
ocean, advection of d00TNW by the NECC is much more apparent.
Consistent with the vertical structure of the local anomalies, along
the equator d0TNW has only a single, deep band and d00TNW has both
negative and positive bands in the middle and lower pycnocline,
respectively (compare Figs. B.2b and 7b).

Interestingly, the red and blue patches east and west of the out-
cropping are still present in Solution NW (compare bottom-right
panels of Figs. B.2a and 7a), although the red one is considerably
weaker than in Solution NE. The 1-d mixing model predicts weak
d00T of both signs west of the outcrop on 24.6 rh (not shown) but
a coherent negative anomaly emerges after several years of inte-
gration and dominates this region from the mixed layer down to
the � 25:4-rh isopycnal (not shown). The positive anomaly east
of the outcrop occurs east of Region NW and also emerges only
after several years. Neither of these anomalies, then, can be
explained by 1-d mixing, and their cause is likely gradual changes
in mixed-layer properties as the solution adjusts toward equilib-
rium, similar in nature to the mixed-layer changes discussed at
the end of Section 3.3.1.

B.3. Solutions ESE and ESW

The vertical structure of the locally-generated dynamical field
of Solution ESE differs considerably from that of Solution SE (com-
pare Figs. B.3a and 6a, top-left panels), with d0TESE having only a
single, prominent, positive anomaly within the lower pycnocline.
As for the other solutions, the local dynamical response spreads
throughout the basin via wave radiation, forming a basin-wide
recirculation confined to the latitude band of the forcing, with a
weaker, wedge-shaped, Rossby-wave packet extending from the
eastern boundary (Fig. B.3a; top-right panel). In addition, because
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Fig. B.3a. Same as Fig. 6a but for Solution ESE and for the 25:8-rh surface (upper-right).

Fig. B.3b. Same as Fig. 6b but for Solutions ESE (left) and ESW (right).
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Fig. B.4a. Same as Fig. 6a but for Solution ENE and for the 25:8-rh surface (upper-right).
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the forcing region lies so close to the equator, it directly forces
equatorial waves, which extend north of the equator (see below).

In contrast to d0TESE, the vertical structure of d00TESE is very sim-
ilar to that of Solution SE (compare bottom-left panels Figs. B.3a
and 6a in the latitude bands of their respective forcings). The
locally-generated, negative, spiciness signal is advected westward
by the South Equatorial Current (SEC) and equatorward within
the subsurface branch of the South Pacific STC (Fig. B.3a, bottom-
right panel). Because Region ESE is located close to the equator,
however, most of it advects to the equator via the interior STC
pathway, with little following the western-boundary pathway into
the Indonesian Seas. As a result, there is much less negative spici-
ness anomaly on the northern side of the equator than in Solution
SE (lower-right panels of Figs. B.3a and 6a). Interestingly, there is a
narrow patch of positive spiciness anomaly just north of the equa-
tor. Since Region ESE does not extend to the equator this patch can-
not be due to local mixing. The cause of the positive anomaly is
likely a response to advection of the background T and S fields by
the velocity anomaly, du, due to this directly-forced response men-
tioned above.3

Along the equator, dTESE is very different from dTSE (compare
Figs. B.3b and 6b), a consequence of the propagation of the strong,
locally-generated, positive d0TESE anomaly in the lower pycnocline
to the equator. There is also a patch of negative d0TESE in the upper
pycnocline east of �160�W, which is due to the direct forcing of
equatorial waves. In contrast, d00TESE is similar to d00TSE, both having
a negative signal within and above the pycnocline. In Solution ESE,
however, the signal is significantly weaker because of the across-
equatorial reversal of d00TESE (Fig. B.3a, bottom panels): The instan-
taneous spiciness field at the equator shows mesoscale patches of
alternating signs associated with Tropical Instability Waves (not
3 Pure advection cannot produce an anomaly of opposite sign and therefore it must
be due to the term du � rT0 in (A.3) under the assumption that diffusion is negligible
outside the forcing region.
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shown); as a result, the annual mean of d00TESE is close to zero near
the mid-pycnocline, where the negative and positive anomalies
average out. In the western ocean, the deep, positive d00TESE anom-
aly (300–400 m, 150�E–160�W) is the westward extension of the
locally-generated deep anomaly (Fig. B.3a); it appears only in the
west because the southern Tsuchiya Jet shifts equatorward toward
the west due to the equatorward bending of Rossby-wave charac-
teristics (McCreary et al., 2002; Furue et al., 2007, 2009).

The dynamical and spiciness responses in Solution ESW are very
similar to their counterparts in Solution ESE in Fig. B.3a, the pri-
mary differences being that they are shifted somewhat deeper
and the local responses are confined west of 170�W. The negative
d0TESW signal in the upper pycnocline is more prominent than in
Solution ESE (not shown), presumably because the upper pycno-
cline is better separated from the mixed layer in the west, and this
anomaly propagates eastward as a Kelvin wave. As in Solution ESE,
there is a positive anomaly of d00TESW just north of the equator in
the pycnocline, but it is broader, weaker, and located somewhat
farther to the north than in Solution ESE. Along the equator, anom-
alies are also similar (compare left and right panels of Fig. B.3b),
except that d0TESW is weaker and more vertically diffuse in the
eastern ocean (since it is not locally forced there), and the directly
generated negative d0TESW signal in the upper pycnocline is more
prominent and d00TESW is stronger in the lower pycnocline (because
it is not canceled by the positive anomaly north of the equator,
which is located mostly outside the averaging window of
1�S–1�N). As a result, the negative spiciness partially cancels the
positive dynamical signal.

B.4. Solutions ENE and ENW

The structures of the anomaly fields of Solution ENE are very
similar to those of Solution NE (compare Figs. B.4a and 7a). The
primary difference is that d00TENE on the 24.6-rh density surface
(bottom-right panels) does not spread directly across the ocean
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Fig. B.4b. Same as Fig. 6b but for Solutions ENE (left) and ENW (right).
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because of the presence of the NECC; instead, it first advects equa-
torward in the far-eastern ocean where the NECC is weak, and then
advects westward and equatorward before joining the northern
flank of the EUC east of �140�W. Another difference is the band
of negative d00TENE that exists on both sides of the EUC east of
�170�W. This anomaly emerges as early as year 1 before the d00T
signal reaches the equator from the forcing region. The cause of
the negative anomaly is likely a response to advection of the back-
ground T and S fields by the velocity anomaly, du, due to the
directly-forced equatorial response, a counterpart of the positive
d00T in Solution ESE (Appendix B.3). The sign of this d00TENE is nega-
tive because the sign of du is opposite (not shown). An apparent
difference from Solution NE is the lack of a blue band in d0TENE

(top-right panels), but it is absent only because the map is plotted
on the shallower 25.8-rh surface.

The equatorial response (Fig. B.4b) is very similar to that of
Solution ESE, differences in d0T resulting from modest differences
in the depth range of the locally generated anomalies. The negative
spiciness signal is somewhat stronger in the eastern upper pycno-
cline than in Solution ESE (Fig. B.3b) because the equatorial anom-
aly due to du is also negative and is not canceled by a positive
signal as it is in Solution ESE (Appendix B.3). The positive spiciness
anomaly below the pycnocline is not generated by advection of
d00TENE by the background circulation. Rather, it results from the
advection of the background T and S fields by an anomalous veloc-
ity field, du, that is part of the dynamical response (Appendix A.3);
The signal so generated is then advected eastward in the lower part
of the EUC and in the deep, eastward current below the Equatorial
Intermediate Current (top-right panel of Fig. 2).

The vertical distributions of d0TENW and d00TENW are similar to
those for Solution ENE (left and right panels of Fig. B.4a), except
that they lie somewhat deeper because of the deeper overall strat-
Please cite this article in press as: Furue, R., et al. Impacts of regional mixing on
uniform vertical diffusion. Ocean Modell. (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.oc
ification and that the deep, negative spiciness anomaly is almost
gone. Their horizontal patterns (not shown) are roughly mirror
images of those in Solution ESW (not shown), except that the
locally forced d00TENW spreads much more efficiently eastward
due to the NECC. As in Solutions NE and NW, the negative d00TENW

signal in the pycnocline advects in the western boundary current
and into the EUC to form a tongue of negative d00T; unlike in Solu-
tion ENE, the spiciness response to du along the equator seems to
be negligible, consistent with the fact that the positive d00T signal
along the equator is much weaker in Solution ESW than in ESE
(Appendix B.3). The anomalies are also similar to those of Solution
ENE along the equator, differing primarily in that the fields are
somewhat stronger in the west and weaker in the east due to the
shift in position of the forcing (compare right and left panels of
Fig. B.4b).
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